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Abstract 
By now, no specific regulations have been made on the adoption of the Doctrine 
of Equivalent (DOE) in patent infringement. As a matter of fact, this doctrine remains 
a judicial principle, which is brought about during judicatory procedure and gradually 
accepted by courts of all levels. Due to the lacking of clear standards, judges often 
have a tendency to become subjective in patent infringement, which finally leads to 
various judgments. This article tries to compare and analyze the present status of 
application of DOE in the developed countries, and then discuss its applied conditions, 
standards and restrictions. Finally, it will give some suggestions on the adoption of 
DOE, based on China’s present state, hoping it will do some help to the development 
and improvement of DOE in our country.   
Besides the Preface and Conclusion, this thesis is composed of 5 chapters. 
Chapter 1 is on the Overview of DOE, introducing the concept of DOE and analyzing 
its jurisprudential bases. Chapter 2 is on the Status of DOE Abroad, describing the 
development of DOE in America, England, Germany, Japan etc. Chapter 3 is on the 
Application of DOE, mainly discussing two questions. The first is how to determine 
the scope of patent protection. The second is what is the applicable conditions of DOE, 
especially the standard of the subject, the object standard and the judgment of time in 
detail. Chapter 4 is on the Limits in Applying DOE, introducing some common limits 
such as the existing art plea, the doctrine of prosecution history estoppels, 
forseeability principle，disclosure-dedication rule. Chapter 5 is on Some Thinking on 
Application of DOE in Patent Infringement Judgment in China. Analyze the 
legislative and judicial status of patent infringement judgment in China, and give 
some suggestions on perfecting the DOE application in patent infringement judgment. 
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第一章  等同原则的概述 
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第二章  等同原则在国外的发展 
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法院的重视。在 1997 年 3 月对希尔顿.戴维斯化学公司诉沃纳.金肯逊公司专利
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利要求为：“一种染料提纯方法，其特征在于：PH 值在 6.0－9.0 之间、约 200
－400 磅/平房英寸的静压力下使水溶液通过具有直径 5－15 埃米的微孔薄膜，
从而将杂质从颜料中分离出来。”②被告沃纳公司在 1986 年也研发出一种使用薄
膜进行外在分离颜料的方法，两种方法的唯一区别在于 PH 值不同：专利技术的
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